Decora Digital™ Dimmer & Timer App Quick Guide

### Basic Control

- **Summary of all paired devices**
- **Summary of all unpaired devices**
- **Choose which paired device you want to control**
- **Tap to change bulb type, fade rates*, min and max light levels*, preset light levels* and LED locator light and brightness settings**
- **Tap to enter time manually**
- **Tap to choose preset time**
- **Tap to set countdown timer**
- **Tap to schedule one or multiple timed events to turn lights on or off automatically during programmed days and times**
- **Tap to edit device name**
- **Tap to turn lights on and off**
- **Slide to adjust light level to dim or brighten**
- **Tap to randomize scheduled events**

*Only applicable to dimmer functions.

### Sleep Timer

- **Tap to enter time manually**
- **Tap to choose preset time**
Scheduled Events

Tap to create a new event

List of existing events. Tap existing event to edit or delete

* Only applicable to dimmer functions.

Device Settings

Tap to turn the LEDs on device that display status and brightness level off or on

Tap to change the bulb type

Slide to set min & max light levels

Tap to change fade rate that controls time for lights to fade on and off

Tap to turn on lights to preset level

Tap to reset authentication code

Advanced settings for diagnostics and to set date, time and location